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THE JBA 
FALCON 
• · J.B.A. Engineering Ltd. The JBA Falcon is a permanent fixture in 

the traditional roadster sector of the kit 
car market. It was one of the first 
Cortina-based kits appearing in 1982 and 
now PETER COXHEAD casts his eye over 
its Sierra-based successor. 

MODEL 

OHASSISNf 

ENGINEN9 

c.c. 

0 ver the years we have conducted many 
road and track tests of the Falcon, 
the latest being at the Three Sisters 

circuit when three drivers evaluated the 
company demonstrator. While it is quite 

evident that the car was designed as 
a tourer and is not exactly 

at home on a race track, 
using such a facility 

did allow us to take 
the car near to its 

limits in safety. 

Fitted with a 2-litre 
SV Ford DOHC 
driving through a 
type 75 gearbox, 
the car accelerated 
remarkably quickly 
considering its quite 
heavy construction. 
With comfort, rather 
than race-car 
characteristics in 

mind, the Falcon's 
springing is designed 

to be soft and compliant, 
so it rolled a little when 

cornered hard. Nevertheless, 
it was extremely well

mannered when abused 
by our somewhat over-

enthusiastic driving on 
that day. 

When near to its limits the front 
washed out safely in understeer 
so that it tended to drift to the 
outside of a bend, rather than 
pirouetting down the road, or into 
the scenary, in an inelegant spin. 
All-round independent suspension 
kept the contact patches firmly in 

touch with the tarmac and the disc brakes 
were excellent - even though they ran a little 
hot sometimes! When sensibly driven the 
Falcon is a well-mannered, quick and 
comfortable touring car. 

While its performance is equal to many of the 
more expensive production cars, it's the 
detail finishing that makes a lie of the 
wrongly held assumption that kitcars always 
compromise on quality. Whether built at the 
factory or constructed in someone's garage, 
Falcons always seem to be well put together, 
and that really is an endorsement of the 
quality of the kit. 

We've been out in some terrible weather 
during our various tests of the JBA and always 
the interior has remained free of water and 
draughts - the hood and sidescreens fit so 
well. For a car that is intended for long 
distance touring and everyday use, the 
importance of good weather equipment 
cannot be stressed too strongly. 

On the demonstrator, plenty of leg and 
shoulder room, a good driving position and 
well-placed controls combined with a very 
nicely upholstered interior to make us realise 
that here was a proper, practical car. 
No rattles, squeaks or bangs; it felt 
reasuringly solid. What's more, it looked good. 
You'd be hard put to place an age of the car, 
late fifties, early sixties maybe - it's one of 
those designs that seem to live for ever. 

Unpretentious, practical, sensible, sweet 
mannered and forgiving, we found the JBA 
Falcon to be an excellent example of one of the 
better kitcars. It may not have the performance 
and handling of a Lotus Seven, but neither is it 
a compromised copy of any other car. The 
Falcon has its own identity as a touring 
sportscar, and it carries it off with aplomb. 
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As one of the founder m-embers of the 
modern kitcar_ indus:try, JBA Engineering 
Ltd has been m business for nearly 20 

years. It all began when three design 
draughtsmen forsook the security of the then 
giant Leyland Vehicles to ·plunge head-first into 
the uncertain and dangerous waters of the. 
kitcar industry. 

David Aslal.ey, Ji<en Jones and John Barlow (later 
to leave the cdrnpany to set-up The Royale 
Motor Company) had faith in their ability to 
design and produce a highly individual open-top 
car that offered driving ,pleasure at a modest 
cost - things that contemporary major motor 
manufacHfrers seemed unable to deliver. 

Working in garages alongside their homes, they 
moeked-up a chassis in wood to check that it 
would perform as planned, before committing 
themselves to actually taking a hacksaw and a 
welding torch to metal. The original chassis was 
designed t® take Ford Cortina components but 
later versions accept the more modern 
cq>mponents from 'the Sierra. Also, the prototype 
buck of the two-seat tourer bodyshell was made 
~rom wood and plasteno see if the concept 
looked right. Subsequenf events were to r;irove 
that the considerable effort spent in 
development paid off. That first Falcon ( a name. 
settled Ofl following a TV competition) shape 
has run and run, and the family resemblance is 
still elear IA the car being manufactured today. 

Apart from producing a, Capri-based Javelin 
kitcar that was not partictjlarly successful, the 
_cDmpany has remained faithful to the Falcon, it 
being right at the core of the busiAess. Over the 
years many improvements have been made to 
the specification, a major step being the change 
from Cortina to Sierra mechanical compoAeflts. 
Although spares for the Cortina versiofl are still 
available, and the company would probably 
produce a C0rtina-based kit if asked to do so, 
the Ford 3ierra-based car is the current model. 

The company reports that business is good but 
a major sl:lift •i.n buying patterns is now evident. 
Many customers woint part-built or t urn-key cars 
.and they are prepared to spend whatever is 
necessary to enable them to get on the road 
quickly. JBA Engineering is .geared-up to provide 
this service in addition to kit production. 

All of the metal fabr.ication work is carried out 
in-house, bu'!' the GRP 'body panels are produced 
by sub-contractors. This has enabled the 
company to keep overheads to a mini.mum. 
So that the workshops are housed in a single 
large building with the offices being loGated in 
a portab·le cabin OJIGngside the main work area. 
In addition to the two partners, an additional 
fulPtime engineer is employed. 
Two models make up the current FalGOfl range, 
the two-seat Falcon SRi and the slightly longer 
TSR1- thE). latter being a 2+2 with greatly 
incneased luggage space. Both the SRi and the 
TSR' share the same w@sic constryction that 
GOlilsists of a sturdy, steel-panelled ladderframe 
ch,sssis and a single piece GRP main body tub. 

Over the years the company has successfully 
bwilt a reputation for producing very good 
ql!.lali:ty cars and components at a fair price. All 
kits and eomp@Aents supplied meet the current 
SVA requirements and r;iroviding the cars are 
built to the instructions sup!';Jlied , no registration 
difficulties will be experieAced. Customers 
comment favourably on the way tile company 
conducts its business and owners i;:lub members 
endorse this. JBA Engineering appears to be 
stable, straig'ht dealing and financially sound. 

Ken Jones {blue jumper) and David Ashley, the two partners who run 
JBA Engineering 

JBA A two-man team 

All of the metal fabrication and build work is carried out in the single 
large workshop - the GRP mouldings are sub-contracted 

• 

• ••• 
• 1 

Many of the necessary holes in the front bulkhE!ad are pre-cut at the factory 
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ABOVE: The spacious engine bay can accommodate many different engines, including the 
Rover VS. Here the donor car's DOHC Sv fits in very nicely 

A Straightforward Build 
The suggested build sequence is listed in the 
right-hand column. You don't have to follow 
it slavishly, there's room for individual 
preference for doing things, but this is the 
.,-ay JBA describe it in their build manual. 
The manual itself is double sided on A4 paper 

d 35 pages long. Plenty of descriptive text is 
mbined with drawings and photographs to 

- ;e what seems to be a pretty comprehensive 
"de to the build procedure. Having said that, 

we found that some of the descriptions of 
procedures are a bit vague and sparse of detail, 

d needed reading a couple of times before we 
,,.~t their meaning. Additionally, there are hints 

d tips on building the car to meet SVA 
::-equirements and a useful fastenings list. 

Donor Parts Required 
IBA Falcon is based on the Ford Sierra 
n and the following parts are required , 

- -Iuding all the associated fasteners 

front suspension unit including the steering 
___ ,.. and anti-roll bar (but not the McPherson 

and coilspring/darnpers), steering column 
L.'5embly including the stalks and shroud; rear 
~-pension assembly, including springs , rubber 

!ding and bump stops (but not the shock 
•rbers) , final drive assembly; engine & 

gearbox including mountings and ancillaries; 
exhaust system (front section); braking system, 
including servo , balance valve and T-piece; 
clutch and accelerator cables; handbrake; pedal 
frame assembly (modified); accelerator & 
bracket; wiring harness , engine bay loom, 
column stalk plugs , relays & reversing light 
switch; electric fan ; battery; radiator hoses; 
gear lever; interior handles including 
connecting rods; coil; heater hoses. 

There isn't room here to give a complete blow
by-blow account of the build and the sequence 
of operations listed above omits many detailed 
jobs that are described in the manual , such as 
fitting hinges to doors, locks and so on. 
However, because the Falcon build uses mostly 
unmodified components from a single donor the 
procedures are pretty straightforward. A Ford 
Sierra workshop manual is essential, especially 
when refurbishing mechanical components 
- the Haynes manual is perfectly adequate for 
this. No special tools are required, normal hand
tools , plus a rivet gun and an electric drill are 
about all that are necessary. 

Very few modifications to the Sierra components 
need to be carried out. The McPherson struts are 
discarded at the front and a strut-to-ball joint 

!EFT: Easy to erect, the hood is completely water tight and draught proof 
~tG:HT: The Falcon design responds to careful detailing and it's unusual to see a poorly 

· hed example. JBA Engineering supply a neat set of instruments especially for the car 
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ABOVE: Classic design combines with modern mechanical 
components to give a traditional-looking but thoroughly 
practical motor car 

ABOVE & BELOW: Amateur-built by customer Bernard Telford, 
this example illustrates just how well the Falcon lends itself 
to a beautiful finish 

conversion kit is supplied by IBA. If the donor is pre-1984 the 
chassis engine mountings will need to be modified by simply 
cutting off a section with a hacksaw. 

An exhaust system is supplied by the company, and only the 
front part that fits onto the manifold is used from the donor car. 
It's worth noting that two different front exhaust pipes were used 
on the Sierra and the JBA uses the shorter one from the later 
model Ford. 

Other alterations that have to be carried out by the builder 
include modifying the clutch pedal and shortening the brake 
servo rod. Both are very simple to do and involve just a few 
minutes work. In the case of the clutch pedal, the Ford pedal is 
cut and a new part supplied by IBA is bolted in position. The 
servo push rod is simply shortened and an extension, again 
supplied in the kit, is pinned in position. 

Some cutting, drilling and trimming of fibreglass parts is 
necessary but no fabrication is required and the diagrams 
accompanying the text are clear, if not always very professionally 
drawn . Where necessary, templates are provided, such as in the 
case of fitting the door catches where accuracy is essential. 

While it is perfectly possible to re-use the donor car wiring loom, 
we certainly would not advise it. No instructions are given in the 
manual and our experience is that trying to recycle a bunch of 
wires that have seen better days is a thankless task. Far better to 
invest £190 on the specially made loom supplied by IBA that has 
all the correct terminals in place and it comes with a set of 
instructions. Strangely, the company do not include this in the list 
of accessories. , 

If you do wish to fit a power unit other than the donor car item, 
you should discuss this with the people at JBA before committing 
yourself to purchasing the engine and gearbox. While many 
different engines have been fitted in the past, special mountings 
may be necessary and the layout and dimensions could make the 
unit you have in mind unsuitable for use. 

MORE INFORMATION 
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Alan purchased his Cortina
based kit way back in 1986. 
He began the build, helped 
by a mechanic friend , and 
initially it all wer{t:pretty 
smoothly. Every part fitted 
as it should and the quality 
of the components was such 
that they just bolted into 
position. The construction 
manual was OK but, in 
truth , it wasn't referred to 
very much because the 
process was a logical one. 

However, unfortunately, work 
came before pleasure and the 
project was put on hold . "Our 
plumbing supplies business 
gradually began to take over 
our lives and the pressure of 
work meant that we had very 
little spare time." said Alan "I 
put the car into a container 
and locked the doors. There it stayed until my recent retirement, 
when I decided that I had to have it on the road quickly." 

decided on the Falcon because not only did it look right, but the 
quality of the components and the personal attention we received 
from the people at the company were both outstanding." He said. 
"That was some years ago and I haven't regretted my decision, I still 
think the car is very pretty and the company has always been 
extremely helpful and good to deal with." 

He was determined to see the project through because somehow it 
had become part of his life. Consequently Alan approached JBA 
Engineering who agreed to complete the build for him. It is now in 
the final stages and it should be on the road by the time you read this. 

Why did Alan choose the Falcon? "I wanted a 2+2. I used to have a 
Lotus Excel that my wife loved and we wanted a sports/touring car 
that was equally distinctive . Having researched the market, wc 

No record has been kept of the hours spent on the car but the all-up 
cost, including the work carried out at the factory will bring the total 
spend up to around £9 .SK. Not a bad price to pay for a distinctive 
looking car like the Falcon. 

An Owner1s View - Burman Parker 
Most people are quite happy with the 
performance of the Falcon when fitted 
with one of the standard engine options 
but Burman Parker wanted to fit a 
Rover VS engine. 

As an industrial chemist he wasn't 
professionally qualified to make 
changes to the chassis and as a keen 
amateur he knew what he could and 
couldn't get away with. So he went to 
JBA with his ideas and they made the 
necessary modifications at their 
workshops. In fact, because there is so 
much room in the engine bay of the 
Falcon, there wasn't too much re
eng_ineering_ involved. As it happens, the 
people at JBA had been intending to 
offer the Rover VS as an option and all 
it took was Burman to jog them into 
action . So the Rover chassis is now 
available to all customers. 

As for the build itself, Burman says he really 
enjoyed the experience and you only have 
to see the car to realise what an excellent 
job he made of it. The workmanship is 
outstanding but as the man himself pointed 
out "The difference between a good build 
and a shoddy one is really down to paying 
attention to detail. No great engineering 

expertise is required to, for instance, make 
a neat job of a burr walnut door capping, it 
just takes patience." 

Neither need it be a question of throwing 
money at the car. Mr. Parker says that he 
spent about £7000 on his Falcon and 
that includes everything , wheels, tyres, 
the lot. It took 15 months of his spare 
time and as far as he is concerned it was 
a labour of love. "I really enjoyed building 
the car" he says, " Of course some jobs 
were easier than others. The VS, fitted 
with t win SU's, was quite a tight squeeze 
and it took a bit of patience before it 
finally went in but apart from that , things 
went pretty smoothly." 

He says he found that understanding the 
build manual was a bit ofa challenge at 
times, but as he acknowledged, it 's 
difficult to describe every operation in 
great detail. In any event, the workshop 
manual was used for all of the Ford 
related parts and JBA 's construction 
guide covered fitting the kit items. The 
company was very helpful with advice and 
the overall service was excellent - even 
Passing Single Vehicle Approval proved to 
be no problem at all , the kit being 
designed to meet the necessary criteria. 
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